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R
 IDING AND SCHOOLING HORSES
Lt.-Col. Harry D. Chamberlin
Practical Advice on Horsemanship for the Expert and the
Novice, with a Special Chapter on Jumping
With an Introduction by the hon. john cudhay
In this book are set forth, clearly and simply, in language
stripped of all unnecessary technicalities, the principles of
equitation as laid down by the famous cavalry schools of
the world, and its chief object is to help the reader, be he a
horseman of much or little experience, to obtain better
results from man and horse in the hunting field and in the
show ring. There are chapters which discuss Seat,' Hands,
Application of the Aids, Saddlery, Schooling and Jumping ,
and throughout there are innumerable valuable hints and '^
much practical advice.	\
The chapter on Jumping deserves, a special recommen-   \
dation for being  a  concise,  complete,  and thoroughly    f
sound explanation of that important part of equitation,    r
On that subject Col. Chamberlin ^.^exceptional qualified-   ^
tions to write with authority.   For fiie'-last quarter of a <:-
century he has been an outstandingly successful competitor/^
in the international show ring, and as the leader of many
United States Cavalry teams he has become' a- well-known
figure to European sportsmen.   Colonel Chamberlin, an
instructor at Fort Riley and West Point, gained valuable
experience   during  his  attachments  to  the  Equitation
School, Weedon, and to the equitation schools of France,
Germany and Italy.
Demy 8vo.   With 52 Half -tone Illustrations.   los. 6d. net.
 
D
 ON'T CALL ME A CROOK	Bob Moore
This is the log of a real rolling stone. The author, a
Glaswegian, has roamed the world in many lands and on
half the seas, and his stories of the underworld of America
and the pirate-infested rivers of China are thrilling in the
extreme. He has fought, starved, been in prison, shot
men, deluded women, but he has never stolen—only
"swiped" things as he puts it. From one who regards the
law of "meum" and "tuum" in such a naive way, we can
expect a very unconventional book, and whatever view we
may take of the author's extraordinary activities, we are
certainly given a glimpse of life that is definitely out of
the usual.	Demy 8vo. 12$. 6d. net.
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